Smallpox is one of the greatest scourges to ever afflict humanity. Prior to its eradication in 1980, smallpox had global reach and a mortality rate up to 30% [1] . However, questions regarding when the variola virus -the etiological agent of smallpox -first entered the human population and how it spread around the world remain shrouded in mystery.
One of the earliest hints at the origins of smallpox can be found in the mummified remains of the Egyptian pharaoh Ramses V from 1157 BCE that bear the distinct markings of the smallpox rash [2] . However, it was not until the 10 th century that the Persian physician Rhazes provided a formal guide to identify smallpox and distinguish it from other rash-inducing diseases, like measles and scarlet fever [3] ; Western medicine took centuries longer to catch up [4] . Nonetheless, descriptions of a disease now identifiable as smallpox were also recorded in China and India in the 4 th and 7 th centuries, respectively [1] .
To illuminate the history of smallpox, biologists now employ evolutionary techniques. The molecular clock technique uses the gradual accumulation of genetic substitutions to allow researchers to determine when two lineages diverged. In viruses, this clock can be calibrated by comparing strains isolated at different points in time, often over several decades [5] .
In a recent issue of Current Biology, Duggan and colleagues reported a draft genome sequence from a variola virus isolated from a 17 th -century mummified child interred in a Lithuanian church crypt [6] . This study represents only the second time that variola-virus genetic material has been isolated from mummified remains. Previously, another group reported several small genomic fragments from an 18 th century Siberian mummy [7] . This newly reported genomiclength sequence throws into sharp relief what we know -and what we still do not know -about the history of smallpox.
Prior to the analysis of variola DNA from these two mummies, the virus could be classified, based on its phylogenetic tree, into two distinct lineages: the highly virulent P-I and the markedly less virulent P-II [8] . P-I was found primarily in Asia and East Africa, whereas P-II was found in West Africa and South America. This geographic distinction was hypothesized to result from human migration and exploration patterns, as well as the transAtlantic slave trade. However, these historical explanations contradict variola's molecular clock [9] , which suggests that the P-I and P-II viral lineages are each around 100 years old and that they diverged from each other only in the mid-18 th century -long after the historical events allegedly responsible for their divergence. Thus, either the variola-virus molecular clock was 'broken', or the geographic and genetic diversity observed during the 20 th century was a recent phenomenon that did not represent centuries or millennia of history.
In the new study, Duggan et al. demonstrate the robustness of molecular clock inference for the variola virus and show that this new Lithuanian-mummy lineage lies basal to all previously sequenced variola genomes [6] . A lineage is defined as basal when it is more distantly related to a set of lineages than any of those lineages are to each other; it is not an ancestral lineage, as is often misconstrued. The discovery of a basal, extinct variola-virus lineage provides direct evidence that global variola-virus diversity in the 20 th century did not include viral diversity that existed in the 17 th century. This finding argues strongly against the hypothesis that human migration and activity over millennia shaped 20 th -century variola-virus diversity. Accordingly, the difference between the highly virulent P-I and more mild P-II strains is not an ancient distinction, but rather a more recent one. [10] . Perhaps we should not be the least bit surprised when we find that the extant diversity of a virus which has been circulating for millennia represents only a century of evolution. Today we see only lineages that have survived. Basal lineages can disappear due to natural selection arising from vaccination, as hypothesized for smallpox by Duggan et al. [6] (Figure 1) , host genetic resistance to older variants, or other factors that accompanied modernization such as sanitation. Basal viral lineages can also die out simply due to random chance, as expected under coalescent theory [11] . Absent any force to actively maintain viral diversity, the age of the common ancestor for these human-exclusive pathogens will consistently be moving forward through time as each subsequent basal lineage goes extinct. The recent origin of previously characterized variola genetic diversity means we have only historical texts and illustrations to guide our understanding of medieval and ancient smallpox. Which epidemics were smallpox and which were other similar diseases, like measles? Unfortunately, the measles-virus molecular clock becomes particularly murky deeper in time, and can conflict with the historical record [12] . Additional ancient-viral sequences from human remains, and possibly even livestock (to detect rinderpest virus, the recently eradicated cattle pathogen and purported source of measles virus [13] ), may shed light on which virus caused which epidemic. Technological advances in sequencing genetic material from ancient remains are progressing [14] such that it may even be possible to decode ancient RNA viruses, like measles, as well. Furthermore, the viral-sequence fragments isolated in these endeavors could improve our understanding of the molecular clock in viruses.
Importantly, the reliability of the molecular clock in viral pathogens is not simply of academic interest. The history of infectious diseases has much to say about the future. The more we know about the origins and timing of ancient epidemics, the better prepared we can be to anticipate and respond to future epidemics. This work by British caricaturist James Gillray was first published in 1802 by the Anti-Vaccine Society.
